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Abstract
Credit card transaction fraud costs billions of dol-
lars to card issuers every year. Besides, the credit
card transaction dataset is very skewed, there are
much fewer samples of frauds than legitimate trans-
actions. Due to the data security and privacy, dif-
ferent banks are usually not allowed to share their
transaction datasets. These problems make tradi-
tional model difficult to learn the patterns of frauds
and also difficult to detect them. In this paper, we
introduce a novel framework termed as Federated
Meta-Learning for fraud detection. Different from
the traditional technologies trained with data cen-
tralized in the cloud, our model enables banks to
learn fraud detection model with the training data
distributed on their own local database. A shared
whole model is constructed by aggregating locally-
computed updates of fraud detection model. Banks
can collectively reap the benefits of shared model
without sharing the dataset and protect the sensitive
information of cardholders. To achieve the good
performance of classification, we further formulate
an improved triplet-like metric learning, and de-
sign a novel meta-learning-based classifier, which
allows joint comparison with K negative samples
in each mini-batch. Experimental results demon-
strate that the proposed approach achieves signifi-
cantly higher performance compared with the other
state-of-the-art approaches.

1 Introduction
In recent years, with the popularity of credit cards and the
rapid development of electronic services such as e-commerce,
e-finance, and mobile payments, the amount of credit card
transactions has increased dramatically. The large-scale use
of credit cards and various transaction scenarios without strict
verification and supervision will inevitably lead to billions
of dollars in losses due to credit card fraud. It is difficult
to obtain an accurate estimate of the loss since card issuers
are often reluctant to release the statistics. However, there is
some publicly available data that show the severity of credit
∗Chao Gou is the corresponding author.

card fraud. According to the Nilson Report [Carneiro et al.,
2017], the losses due to credit and debit card fraud reached
$16.31 billion in 2014. Cybersource reported that around
online fraud caused a $3.5 billion dollar loss in 2012 [Mah-
moudi and Duman, 2015].

Credit card fraud detection is an important way to pre-
vent fraud events, which is usually categorized into two tech-
niques: 1) anomaly detection and 2) classifier-based detec-
tion. Anomaly detection focuses on calculating the distance
among the data points in space. By calculating the distance
between the incoming transaction and the cardholder’s pro-
file, an anomaly detection method can filter any incoming
transaction which is inconsistent with the cardholder’s pro-
file. The second technique utilizes machine learning methods
to train a classifier through the use of supervised binary clas-
sification systems properly trained from pre-screened sam-
ple datasets [Bahnsen et al., 2014]. Recently, deep-learning-
based methods [Ki and Yoon, 2018] present a promising solu-
tion to the problem of credit card fraud detection by enabling
institutions to make optimal use of their historic customer
data as well as real-time transaction details that are recorded
at the time of the transaction. Deep-learning-based pro-
vide comparable results to prevailing fraud detection meth-
ods. However, in such a specific application domain, datasets
available for training are strongly imbalanced, with the class
of interest considerably less represented than the other. This
significantly reduces the effectiveness of binary classifiers,
undesirably biasing the results toward the prevailing class,
while we are interested in the minority class. Oversampling
the minority class has been adopted to alleviate this problem,
but this method still has some drawbacks, one of which is that
does not add informative content, thus limiting the improve-
ment on the ability of a classifier to generalize.

In general, there are two main challenges in the task of
fraudulent credit card detection:

(1) The public available dataset is imbalanced and limited.
It is intrinsic that the imbalance lies in the natural data space,
and about 2% of the entire credit card transactions constitute
as fraud activities. In real world, due to the data security and
privacy, different banks are usually not allowed to share their
transaction datasets.

(2) Exploring the relationship among training samples is
neglected. The traditional technique only focuses on the com-
parison with samples from different classes.
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Figure 1: The Pipeline of Federated Meta-Learning Based Approach. There are fixed set of C banks as participants in the whole framework.
wc

t (c = 1, 2, · · · , C) represents the banks parameter that upload to server, wc
t+1 represents the parameter that averaging by server. Meta-

classifier in each back c, contains two modules: a feature extraction model and a relation model. The feature extraction model fnetwork

produces feature maps to represent feature extraction function. The relation model Jrelation represents the similarity between support set
Dc

support and query set Dc
query. The classifier uses designed K-Tuplet Network based on ResNet-34 as feature extraction model. The output

of this network can be regarded as network features, and then we apply the relation model.

In contrast, even though there is a few samples are fraud
while a majority of them are legitimate transactions, humans
are very good at recognizing the subjects. Why can human
beings recognize it quickly and accurately with very little di-
rect supervision, or none at all? Probably because human
beings can use the our experience to learn. And isn’t this
one of the mechanisms of meta-learning [Zheng et al., 2019a;
Zheng et al., 2019b; Zheng et al., 2020b; Zheng et al.,
2020c]? So how we use the principle of meta-learning to
build models for fraudulent credit card detection?

Inspired by curriculum learning and negative exemplar
mining strategy, networks based on triplet loss [Schroff et
al., 2015] are proposed to learn features, and get the goal
that samples from the same class should be close together.
Therefore, how we design a novel model using this strategy
to ensure the efficiency to handle unseen class samples?

Furthermore, federated learning is an emerging artificial
intelligence basic technology [Yang et al., 2019]. The goals
of federated learning are to ensure information security dur-
ing big data exchange, and protect terminal data and personal
data privacy. Thus, why not incorporate federated learning
techniques into our model?

To tackle all the aforementioned problems, in this pa-
per, we propose a novel meta-learning-based model for the
fraudulent credit card detection task, which exploits feder-
ated learning strategy in the whole process. Specially, we
formulate an improved triplet-like metric learning, namely

the deep K-tuplet network, to achieve few-shot classification.
Particularly, this network generalizes the triplet network to al-
low joint comparison with K negative samples in each mini-
batch. Further, we design a federated-learning-based model
based on our K-tuplet network, which can protect the data
privacy, meanwhile, it can be shared with different banks.
This framework also enables different banks to collabora-
tively learn a shared model while keeping all the training data
which is skewed on their own private database. We exper-
imentally demonstrate that the proposed approach achieves
significantly higher performance compared with the state-of-
the-art approaches, using four open-source datasets. Besides,
qualitative discussion demonstrates that meta-learning-based
proposed strategy achieves significantly higher performance
compared with the meta-learning-based others.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
☼ We propose a novel fraudulent credit card detection ap-

proach. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to study the fraudulent credit card detection approach based
on federated meta-learning.

☼ In order to adaptively integrate with the meta-based
model, we design a novel federated learning framework,
which not only guarantees data privacy but also has been ex-
perimentally proven to be lossless.

☼ We present a novel meta-learning-based classifier to ef-
fectively learn the discriminative feature extraction on unseen
class samples. Qualitative discussion demonstrates that this
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strategy achieves competitive performance over meta-based
others for fraudulent credit card detection task.

☼ Our network is effective, and experimental results show
that the proposed approach has strong robustness and outper-
forms existing methods.

2 Federated Meta-Learning Based Approach
In this section, we present our approach and the pipeline is
shown in Figure 1.

2.1 Problem Setup
We consider the problem of fraudulent credit card detec-
tion as meta-learning- and federated-learning-based (feder-
ated meta-learning based) classification.

In federated fraud detection framework, let Di denotes a
credit card transaction dataset, (xi, yi) is the training data
sample of Di with a unique index i. Vector xi ∈ Rd is a d-
dimensional real-valued feature vector, which is regarded as
the input of the fraud detection model. Scalar yi ∈ {0, 1} is
a binary class label, which is the desired output of the model.
yi = 1 denotes that it is a fraud transaction, yi = 0 denotes
that it is a normal transaction. To facilitate the learning pro-
cess, every model has a loss function defined on its parameter
vector w for each data sample. The loss function captures
the error of the fraud detection model on the training data.
The loss of the prediction on a sample (xi, yi) made with the
model parameters w, we define it as l(xi; yi;w). The learn-
ing rate controls the speed that model converges to the best
accuracy. We define the learning rate as η.

Suppose there are fixed set of C banks (or financial insti-
tutions) as participants, each bank possesses a fixed private
dataset Di = {xic, yic} (c = 1, 2, 3, . . . , C). xic is the credit
card transaction sample, yic is the corresponding label and nc
is the size of dataset associated with participant bank c.

For each participant bank c, we use meta learning,
which consists of two phases: meta-training and meta-
testing. In meta-training, our training data Dc

meta - train =

{(xic, yic)}
ntrain
c

i=1 from a set of classes Ctrain are used for
training a classifier, where xi

c is the credit card transac-
tion training sample, yic ∈ Ctrain is the corresponding la-
bel, and ntrainc is the number of training samples. In meta-
testing, a support set of nsupport

c labeled examples Dc
support =

{(xjc, yjc)}
nsupport
c

j=1 from a set of classes Ctest is given, where
xj

c is a credit card transaction test sample, and yic ∈ Ctest
is the corresponding label. The goal is to predict the labels
of a query set Dc

query = {(xj)}
nsupport
c +nquery

c

j=nsupport
c +1

, where nquery
c

(nquery
c = nc − ntrainc − nsupport

c ) is the number of queries.
Further, we use the meta-learning on the training set to trans-
fer the extracted knowledge to on the support set. It aims to
perform the network’s learning on the support set better and
classify the query set more successfully. The process is de-
scribed in Algorithm 1. From Algorithm 1 and Figure 1, our
federated meta-learning can be concluded to five steps:

Step 1: Participating bank downloads the common meta-
learning based classifier from the server, which plays role as
a global shared model;
Step 2: Improving the classifier by learning data on each

Algorithm 1: Federated Meta-Learning Approach
Input: The private dataset of banks
Output: Our credit card fraud detection model

1 Procedure Server-Update
2 Initialize the detection classifier and its parameters

w0;
3 for each round t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , T do

/* seed is the fraction of banks
that be selected to perform
computation on each round */

4 Random choose max(seed× C, 1) banks as Nt;
5 for each banks c ∈ Nt in parallel do

/*

∥∥∥Lc
relationt+1

∥∥∥ is the value of

Lc
relation at the t+ 1 round */

6 wc
t+1,

∥∥∥Lc
relationt+1

∥∥∥←
Bank-Update(nwhole, wt, c);

7 wt+1 ←
T∑

t=1

nc

nwhole
×
∥∥∥Lc

relationt+1

∥∥∥×wc
t+1;

8 Procedure Bank-Update(nwhole, w, c)
9 Sample support set Dc

support and training set
Dc

meta - train;
10 Training(Meta-Learning Based Classifier);
11 wc

t+1 ← wc
t − η ×∇Lc

relation(xi
c; yi

c;w);
12 Testing(Meta-Learning Based Classifier);

13 return wc
t+1 and

∥∥∥Lc
relationt+1

∥∥∥ to server

bank;
Step 3: Summarizes the changes of the classifier as a small
focused update and send it using encrypted communication
to the server;
Step 4: The server immediately aggregates with all banks up-
dates to improve each classifier;
Step 5: The process repeats until convergence.

2.2 Meta-Learning for Fraudulent Detection
Considering that (1) nonlinear mapping should be generaliz-
able to work with samples of novel classes, and (2) the map-
ping should preserve the class relationship on the unseen class
samples in Dc

support and Dc
query, we propose a novel match-

ing networks based on relational network [Sung et al., 2018]
to solve the problem of fraudulent credit card detection. First,
we meta-learn a transferable feature exaction model through
the deep K-tuplet network with the designed K-tuplet loss
from the training dataset. The well-learned features of the
query samples in the support set are then fed into the non-
linear distance metric to learn the similarity scores. Further,
we conduct few-shot classification based on these scores. As
illustrated in Figure 1, our matching network consists of two
branches: a feature extraction model and a relation model
during the training of our network.
Meta-Learning Based Feature Extraction The training
samples from Dc

meta - train are randomly selected to form a
triplet (xca;xcp;xcn) with an anchor sample xca, a positive
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sample xcp, and a negative sample xcn. The label of the se-
lected samples in a triplet should satisfy yca = ycp 6= ycn.
The aim of our feature extraction is to pull the feature maps of
anchor and positive samples close to each other, while push-
ing the feature maps of anchor and negative samples far apart.

In particular, we randomly choose the K negative samples
xcni(i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,K) to form into a triplet. We define the
function fnetwork which represents feature extraction func-
tion using network to produce feature maps fnetwork(x

c
a),

fnetwork(x
c
p) and fnetwork(x

c
n). We design K-tuplet loss

during the training procedure of feature extraction:

Lfeature
extraction(x

c
a;x

c
p;x

c
ni
) =

1

K

K∑
i=1

[‖fnetwork(x
c
a)− fnetwork(x

c
p)‖2

− ‖fnetwork(x
c
a)− fnetwork(x

c
ni
)‖2

+ αtrain]+

(1)

where [·]+ = max(0, ·) denotes the hinge loss function and
αtrain is the hyper-parameter margin. For the anchor sample
xca, the optimization shall maximize the distance to the neg-
ative samples xcni

to be larger than the distance to the posi-
tive sample xcp in the feature space. To form one mini-batch
to train the network, we randomly select B anchor samples
from the training set, where B is batch size. For each anchor
sample xca, we then randomly select another positive sample
xcp of the same class as xca and further randomly select K
other negative samples whose classes are different from xca.
Among theK negative samples, their class labels may be dif-
ferent. Compared with the traditional triplet loss, each for-
ward update in our K-tuplet loss considers more inter-class
variations, thus making the learned feature embedding more
discriminative for samples from different classes.

Meta-Learning Based Relation Model We further non-
linear distance relation model to learn to compare the sample
features in few-shot classification.

Given sample xjc in support setDc
support and sample xic in

the train set Dc
meta - train, we assume the Cnetwork(·, ·) to be

concatenation of corresponding feature maps in depth. The
combined feature map of the sample and query is used as the
relation model Jrelation(·) to get a scalar in range of 0 to
1 representing the similarity between xic and xjc, which is
called relation score. Suppose we have one labeled sample for
each of ntrainc unique classes, our model can generate ntrainc
relation scores Judgei,j for the relation between one query
input xjc and training sample set examples xic:

Judgei,j = Jrelation(Cnetwork(fnetwork(xj
c), fnetwork(xi

c)))

i = 1, 2, · · · , ntrain
c

(2)

Furthermore, we can do the operation of element-wise sum
over our feature extraction model outputs of all samples from
each training class to form this class’s feature map. And this
pooled class-level feature map is concatenated with the fea-
ture map of the test samples as above.

We use mean square error (MSE) loss to train our relation
model, regressing the relation score Judgei,j to the ground

truth: matched pairs have similarity 1 and the mismatched
pair have similarity 0.

Lc
relation = argmin

ntrain
c∑
i=1

nsupport
c∑
j=1

(Judgei,j − ((yi
c == yj

c)

2

(3)

Network Architecture Our network architecture is shown
in Figure 1. Our network consists of two parts.

We employ the ResNet-34 architecture [He et al., 2016]
for learning the feature exaction model. When meta-learn
the transferable feature exaction, we use Adam optimizer
[Kingma and Ba, 2014] with a learning rate of 0.001 and a
decay for every 40 epochs. We totally train 1000 epochs and
adopt the semi-hard mining strategy [Harwood et al., 2017]
when the loss starts to converge.

We use the 8-layer network architecture. Taking an sam-
ple feature map as input, the output of the 8-th pooling layer
is one-hot vector. The kernels of network change in turns:
3 × 256 × 256→128 × 128 × 128 (Convolution, kernel
size: 1×1)→256×64×64 (Convolution, kernel size: 3×3)
→512× 32× 32 (Convolution, kernel size: 3× 3)→1024×
16 × 16 (Convolution, kernel size: 3 × 3) →256 × 8 × 8.
Then, we apply the fully connected layer to change into 2048-
dimensional vector. Finally, We use two fully-connected lay-
ers to have 8 and 1 outputs respectively, followed by a sig-
moid function to get the final similarity scores mention in Eq.
(3). Other network settings are similar to our feature extrac-
tion model.

2.3 The Federated Meta-Learning Framework
In our fraud detection system, we use federated learning to
get the goal that different banks can share dataset to build
an effective fraud detection model without revealing the pri-
vacy of each bank’s customers. Before getting involved in
training the fraud detection model, all banks will first agree
on a common fraud detection model (the architecture of the
model, activation function in each hidden layer, loss function,
etc). Obviously, we choose the horizontal federated learning
framework, which is introduced in the scenarios that data sets
share the same feature space but different in samples.

In federated fraud detection model, we use nwhole =
C∑

c=1
nc to represent all the data samples involved in the whole

process. We can get the objective loss function:

min l(xi; yi;w),

where l(xi; yi;w) =
1

nc

∑
i∈Di

Lc
relation(xi

c; yi
c;w) (4)

The server will initialize the fraud detection model param-
eters. At each communication round t ( t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , T ),
and a random fraction seed of banks will be selected. These
banks will communicate directly with the server. First, down-
load the current global model parameters from the server.
Then, every bank computers the average gradient of the
loss fc on their own private dataset at current fraud detec-
tion model parameters with a fixed learning rate η, fc =
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Dataset ECC RA SD Vesta

Performance Acc. Re. Pr. F1 Acc. Re. Pr. F1 Acc. Re. Pr. F1 Acc. Re. Pr. F1

BMR 69.26% 71.12% 66.83% 68.91% 22.26% 37.13% 50.13% 42.66% 49.12% 8.26% 28.07% 12.77% 30.56% 15.73% 40.03% 22.59%
APATE 70.22% 71.57% 66.84% 69.12% 28.45% 56.80% 59.63% 58.18% 63.96% 16.55% 28.27% 20.88% 37.92% 24.33% 55.95% 33.92%
PD-FDS 70.95% 74.00% 68.39% 71.08% 29.53% 60.91% 60.15% 60.53% 66.36% 28.66% 48.50% 36.02% 52.78% 30.47% 60.25% 40.47%

SPD 74.51% 82.15% 69.27% 75.16% 55.64% 66.03% 71.86% 68.82% 67.65% 74.85% 48.78% 59.07% 58.58% 32.55% 70.84% 44.60%
CMAB 81.14% 86.14% 71.45% 78.11% 79.20% 66.43% 82.33% 73.53% 76.45% 76.07% 48.96% 59.58% 75.39% 60.72% 78.05% 68.30%
RawLR 81.18% 91.81% 82.42% 86.86% 79.70% 72.92% 82.88% 77.58% 76.76% 80.45% 49.16% 61.03% 85.90% 73.53% 83.29% 78.10%
RMNLS 83.81% 92.49% 89.08% 90.75% 87.78% 76.55% 83.41% 79.83% 82.25% 81.39% 74.85% 77.98% 88.29% 78.16% 85.18% 81.52%

FlowScope 87.86% 93.05% 89.32% 91.15% 89.03% 98.92% 84.88% 91.36% 95.82% 83.32% 88.47% 85.82% 89.95% 90.41% 97.37% 93.76%

Ours 99.98% 99.76% 98.65% 99.20% 99.91% 99.01% 98.06% 98.53% 99.02% 99.01% 97.68% 98.34% 99.25% 99.21% 96.54% 97.86%

Table 1: Performance Comparison with State-of-the-Art Baselines
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Figure 2: Results of The Ablation Experiment

∇Lc
relation(xi

c; yi
c;w). These banks update their fraud de-

tection model synchronously and send the update of fraud de-
tection model to server. The details of our fraud detection
model training process are described in Algorithm 1.

2.4 Comparison with Federated Learning
Conceptually, federated learning provides an approach to
share data information at the model level. Although trained
in a distributed manner, the unified model needs to take all
data input into consideration and to provide fraud detection
for all banks, which suffers from the large size necessary
in many practical circumstances. Federated meta-learning,
on the other hand, provides an approach to share data infor-
mation at the higher meta-learner level, making it possible
to train small task-specific or data-specific models. Tech-
nically, in federated learning the transmission between the
server and bank devices involves current models, while in
federated meta-learning the transmission involves the meta-
learner from server and test feedback from banks to improve
the meta-learner’s training capacity.

3 Experiments and Results
We evaluated the performance of our algorithm by accuracy
(Acc.), recall (Re.), precision (Pr.) and F-measure (F1).

3.1 Dataset Description
We conducted multiple experiments on four datasets.
• ECC: We sourced the first dataset from the European

Credit Card (ECC) transactions provided by the ULB
ML Group [Dal Pozzolo, 2015]. This dataset con-
tains anonymized 284, 807 highly imbalanced credit

card transactions with an Imbalance Ratio of 1 : 578,
and 0.17% or 492 of fraudulent transactions.

• RA: We sourced the second dataset from the Revolution
Analytics (RA)[Mohammed et al., 2018]; the dataset
contains 10 million credit card transactions, which is
massive with imbalanced ratio of 1 : 16, and consists
of 5.96% of fraudulent transactions.

• SD and Vesta: We sourced the third and fourth datasets
from Kaggle; the third dataset is synthetic dataset (SD) 1

to evaluate the performance of fraud detection methods;
the fourth dataset 2, is a challenging large-scale dataset,
which comes from Vesta’s real-world e-commerce trans-
actions and contains a wide range of features from de-
vice type to product features.

3.2 Comparison Experiment
In this subsection, we compare the state-of-the-art baselines
with our model on four datasets.

Training In this paper, we set the 8 banks to join this mech-
anism for all experiments, that is, we set C to 8.

Baselines We compare against various state-of-the-art
baselines, including BMR [Bahnsen et al., 2014], APATE
[Lebichot et al., 2017], PD-FDS [Ki and Yoon, 2018], SPD
[Braun et al., 2017], CMAB [Soemers et al., 2018], RawLR
[Jiang et al., 2018], RMNLS [Dal Pozzolo et al., 2018], and
FlowScope [Xiangfeng Li, 2020].

1https://www.kaggle.com/ntnu-testimon/paysim1
2https://www.kaggle.com/c/ieee-fraud-detection/overview
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Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods From Table
1, our model is better than others on four datasets. It can get
the following two points:

Firstly, baselines except for FlowScope are deep-learning-
based approaches. Since these approaches cannot effectively
handle imbalanced data sets, the performances of these ap-
proaches is lower than ours.

Secondly, FlowScope is the graph-learning-based ap-
proach. As the graph learning method mainly deals with data
with a lot of relationships, not data with random relationships,
the performance of FlowScope is lower than ours.

From the above two points, it is clear that the design of
federated meta-learning is more effective than deep learning
or graph learning for fraudulent credit card detection.

3.3 Ablation Experiment
In this subsection, in order to verify the reasonableness and
effectiveness of K-tuplet loss and Federated Learning, we de-
sign the ablation experiment. In Figure 2, “Ours w/o FL"
means a variant of Ours, which removes federated learning
strategy, and at this point, we use traditional meta-learning
strategy; “Ours w T-K Loss" means a variant of Ours,
which removes K-tuplet loss and use traditional K-Triplet
loss [Schroff et al., 2015]. We analyze the following two as-
pects:

Ablation study about the K-Tuplet Loss Compared to
“Ours w T-K Loss", it is obvious that the results of ours is
better than “Ours w T-K Loss" from Figure 2(a). This means,
once trained, our network is able to extract discriminative fea-
tures for unseen novel categories and can be seamlessly incor-
porated with a non-linear distance metric function to facilitate
the few-shot classification. This also suggests our design of
K-Tuplet loss is able to help us to improve fraudulent credit
card detection.

Ablation study about Federated Learning Compared to
“Ours w/o FL", it is obvious that the results of ours is same
as “Ours w/o FL" from Figure 2(a). This means though both
servers and banks are done data protection, our approach can
be performed without loss of performance.

Moreover, by analyzing ablation results shown in Figure
2(b), on Vesta dataset, we can get similar conclusions.

3.4 Discussion about Different Meta-Learning
In subsection, we compare with state-of-the-art meta-learning
approaches, to verify the effectiveness of ours.

We can divide meta-learning methods into three categories
[Sun et al., 2019]:

(1) Metric learning methods (i.e., MatchingNets, Relation-
Nets, and ours) learn a similarity space in which learning is
particularly efficient for few-shot training examples.

(2) Memory network methods (i.e., Meta Networks,
TADAM) learn to store “experience" when learning seen
tasks and then generalize it to unseen tasks.

(3) Gradient descent based meta-learning methods (i.e.,
MAML, LEO, LGM-Net, CTM) intend for adjusting the op-
timization algorithm so that the model can converge within a
small number of optimization steps (with a few examples).
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Figure 3: Performance Comparison on The Discussion Experiment

From Figure 3, ours is better than others. This means our
design of meta-learning is better than other meta-learning
approaches for fraudulent credit card detection. Besides,
the metric learning methods are better than memory net-
work methods or gradient descent based meta-learning meth-
ods. Through the above analysis, we can find that our meta-
learning achieves the best performance among the state-of-
the-art other meta-learning approaches.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose an novel and effective federated
meta-learning based fraudulent credit card detection model.
An novel meta-learning-based classifier, namely the deep K-
tuplet network, is designed. This network generalizes the
triplet network to allow joint comparison with K negative
samples in each mini-batch. Furthermore, different from the
traditional technologies trained with data centralized in the
cloud, our model based on federated learning, enables banks
to learn fraud detection model with the training data dis-
tributed on their own local database. A shared whole model
is constructed by aggregating locally-computed updates of
fraud detection model. Experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed approach achieves significantly higher perfor-
mance compared with the state-of-the-art approaches.

In future research, on the one hand, we consider to inves-
tigate resource consumption of the federated meta-learning
framework. On the other hand, we plan to study how to im-
plement an algorithm in the blockchain [Zheng et al., 2020a].
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